
IBGX launches amid growing global
participation in blockchain from major banks
and companies.
NEW YORK, USA, September 3, 2018
/EINPresswire.com/ -- Some of the
world's major tech companies are
investing in and using
cryptocurrencies. For instance, tech
giant Microsoft allows customers to
use Bitcoin - the world's largest
cryptocurrency - as payment for online
games and apps. Bitcoin is also
accepted by PayPal, amongst many
others, as a form of payment.

Cryptocurrencies are beginning to be
adopted by established banking
groups. For example, the ground-
breaking blockchain technology
underpinning the majority of
cryptocurrencies, is being used by
major banks including Barclays and
Santander. A foreign exchange service
has recently been launched by
Santander that uses blockchain
technology developed by digital
currency, Ripple to make same-day
international money transfers. It is
reportedly in talks with other major
global banks and money transfer
groups to develop similar products.

What about cryptocurrency exchange?
IBGX is exactly that. 

IBGX is a cryptocurrency exchange
platform set to be launched this year.
Based in Indonesia, the world’s 4th
largest population, IBGX’s team of
expertise personnel includes not only programmers of the highest standards, but also from
financial industries, always putting clients’ priority and security first. Their team experiences are
gathered from different walks of life. Be it from the backend building the framework, to the
frontend promoting and managing the platform, all information is shared, explored and tuned to
the finest details. IBGX aim to build an access around the globe, regardless of time zone
differences, all connected on the IBGX platform.

www.ibgx.io
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